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Current Affairs of the Day 
Heat pushes wheat yields to 20-yr low 

• As temperatures soared 

past 40 degrees Celsius 

in March 2022, the 

hottest on record, 

wheat farmers noticed 

that stalks of maturing 

grains in his field had 

turned brown from 

golden yellow, a sign 

they had shrivelled 

from extreme heat. 

• Now, official data from 

crop-cutting 

experiments, which 

help scientists 

determine yields, show 

the extent of the 

damage. A scorching 

summer linked to the 

climate crisis in 

Punjab, Haryana and 

Uttar Pradesh, three breadbasket states, saw wheat productivity decline the most in 

two decades, official data show. 

• This year’s losses come on the heels of a similar heatwave in 2010 and a milder one 

in 2019. The perilous impacts on the staple signal the risks posed by climate change 

to India’s long-term food security, experts say. 

• Punjab’s wheat yields dipped to 43 quintals per hectare. On average, yields fell by 

20% a hectare, sharper than the 8% fall in 2010. Farmers say they have been pushed 

deeper into debt, having suffered losses of anywhere between ₹12,000-₹18,000 a 

quintal (100 kgs). 
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Long-term consequences: 

• One long-term consequence could be that wheat belts could shift to cooler climes, 

geographically altering the country’s breadbasket, as climate predictions show heat 

spells could get more intense and frequent in absence of mitigation, scientists say. 

• A 2016 government report on the impact of climate change on India’s agriculture, one 

among many, projected that a 2.5 degrees Celsius to 4.9 degrees Celsius temperature 

rise could trim wheat yields by 41%-52%. 

• More recent research shows the Indo-Gangetic Plain (IGP), one of the major wheat-

production regions in the world, will see increasing heatwaves.  

 

EC To Delete 111 ‘non-Existent’ Political Parties 

• The Election Commission (EC) decided to delete 111 Registered Unrecognised 

Political Parties (RUPP) from its register after they were found to be “non-existent”. 

• The ECI has also decided to withdraw various benefits accorded to these parties under 

the Symbols Order (1968). 

 

WTO agreements will shape government policy 

The 12th Ministerial Conference of the World Trade Organization (WTO), or MC12, 

raised questions about the ability of its members to arrive at decisions.  

Only vaccine waiver: 

• In the wake of Covid-19, India joined hands with one of its traditional allies, South 

Africa, to ensure access and affordability of vaccines, therapeutics, and other 

necessary treatments. 

• However, at the end of MC12, ministers did not endorse this proposal; instead, they 

recommended that WTO members issue compulsory licences (CLs) for increasing the 

production of patented vaccines.  

• Two aspects of this outcome are significant: One, there is no mention of any other 

form of IPR identified by the proponents of the waiver proposal, and two, therapeutics 

and other treatments are excluded for the time being. 
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Fisheries subsidies:  

• A second key issue for India was protecting the interests of the country’s small 

fisherfolk in the agreement on “fisheries subsidies”, seeking to limit the use of harmful 

forms of subsidies, threatening the sustainability of fish stocks.  

• Negotiations on “fisheries subsidies” commenced in 2001 and India has consistently 

maintained that it must have the right to subsidise small fisherfolk for an extended 

period.  

• MC12 finally endorsed an agreement to check subsidies that promote illegal, 

unreported, and unregulated (IUU) fishing and/or fishing an overfished stock. India 

has accepted a two-year transition period for removing these egregious subsidies.  

• A feature of this agreement is that it does not have any explicit provisions on special 

and differential treatment, other than the two-year window mentioned here. 

• The agreement allows India to grant such subsidies as long as fishing takes place in 

its Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ). The mention of EEZ is only a reiteration of the 

rights under the UN Convention on the Law of the Sea.  

• The decision taken in MC12 provides that further negotiations to introduce 

“comprehensive disciplines” on such subsidies must be adopted within four years.  

• How India will protect the interests of small fisherfolk in the ensuing negotiations 

without any explicit provisions on Special & Differential Treatment in the agreement 

on “fisheries subsidies” will be key. 

Public stockholding 

• India should be disappointed as a permanent solution on public stockholding of food 

grains didn’t find a mention in the MC12 outcome document.  

• This issue is vitally important for India must secure its rights to continue its food 

subsidy programme, overcoming the stipulation in the Agreement on Agriculture that 

subsidies cannot exceed 10% of the value of agricultural production.  

• Another critical issue is that currently New Delhi is not allowed to export food grains 

from publicly held stocks. As India’s exports of food grains rise, several WTO 

members have sought clarification as to whether the source of these exports is publicly 

held stock. 
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• But MC12 did not provide a window of opportunity to address India’s concerns. 

Finally, MC12 recognised that a WTO member can impose export restrictions on food 

grains to “ensure its domestic food security”.  

There is plenty to ponder about the implications of the outcomes of MC12 on India. How 

they’ll play out over the next few years and shape government policy and negotiation 

stances will be important to watch. 

 

What works best 

• India’s imports of Russian coal in June 2022 are reportedly expected to be the highest 

in at least seven and a half years. This comes alongside Russia displacing Saudi Arabia 

to become India’s second-largest oil supplier after Iraq in May.  

• Neither of these are unwelcome developments, nor is the fact that India has, for the 

first time, bought a large urea consignment from the US.  

• It has, likewise, become economical now to import urea from the US, which is quoting 

$55-75 per tonne cheaper than that from the Middle East, notwithstanding higher 

freight costs and longer voyage time. 

• But it is not just about the profit calculations of companies. Diversifying supply 

sources and buying at the lowest price for equivalent quality is also in the national 

interest.  

Rationale: 

• The country’s merchandise trade deficit hit a record $190.71 billion in 2021-22. A 

further widening of its deficits, whether the external or fiscal and uncontrolled 

weakening of the rupee, both external and internal purchasing value, is something it 

cannot afford.  

• If importing more coal and oil from Russia or urea from the US forces existing 

suppliers — the likes of Australia, Indonesia, Saudi Arabia and the United Arab 

Emirates — to lower prices, it would aid in macroeconomic stability necessary for 

long-term growth. 

• The economic and national interests of others overriding its geopolitical priorities is a 

reality that the West has to acknowledge and accept, sooner than later. 
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Monsoon’s increasing unpredictability is cause for concern and 

poses a challenge that policymakers must step up to 

 

• Excess rainfall after a long dry spell last year along with the hit to wheat yields from 

the sudden rise in temperatures after mid-March, was the clearest evidence of the 

challenges posed by climate change: To policymakers, breeders and, of course, 

farmers. 

• Take last year, when surplus rains in June led to brisk sowings. But this was followed 

by a long dry spell from the second week of July to the third week of August and, then, 

excess rainfall in the subsequent five months till January.  

• The Kharif crop, then, suffered both moisture stress during the vegetative growth stage 

and inundation at harvesting time.  

• Rainfall has been 22 per cent deficient in South Peninsular India, while it is 50-134 

per cent in excess in Arunachal Pradesh, Assam, Meghalaya, Sikkim and North 

Bengal.  

• Floods and landslides at one end, and largely localised rains due to weak monsoon 

winds at the other, have meant that the sowing of Kharif crops (excluding sugarcane) 

is down 16 per cent over last year’s acreage at this time.  

• That could make policymakers a tad nervous, especially given elevated food prices. 

Most projections of inflation and real GDP growth, including by the Reserve Bank of 

India, have been predicated on the assumption of a normal monsoon. 
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Less-known Atlantic and Arctic factors 

• In the meantime, Atlantic Niño, the little brother of the popular Pacific El Niño, was 

born in June and grew to be the strongest such event in several decades. Often 

overlooked, the Atlantic Niño affected weather patterns in India too!  

• This year, its strong presence sent waves over to the tropical Indian Ocean, disturbed 

the land-ocean temperature contrast, and reduced the number of low-pressure systems 

and monsoon depressions during July and August. That, in turn, led to deficit rainfall 

during July and August over much of India. 

• Unusual warming in the Arctic steers waves in the atmosphere southeastward, towards 

northwest India, instead of their usual eastward route. The waves drive upper 

atmospheric circulation anomalies over the Indian subcontinent and demand a lower 

level convergence.  

• The warming Arabian Sea is only happy to send shiploads of moisture with this 

convergence to drive extensive extreme rainfall over large parts of India. The Bay of 

a Bengal colludes with the Arabian Sea to make the extremes widespread. 

Potential losses due to climate change: 
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MAINS 

DAWP 

Q1. The monsoon’s increasing unpredictability — not just delays 

and breaks, but also fewer rainy days and more extreme 

precipitation — is cause for concern. Critically discuss. 

 

Indian Express 

MCQs 
Q1. The term public stockholding is recently seen in the news. It is 

linked to 

a. Stockpile of nuclear fuel 

b. Vaccine hoarding by developed countries 

c. Shares held by the sovereign  

d. Trade negotiations  

 

https://indianexpress.com/article/opinion/editorials/monsoons-increasing-unpredictability-is-cause-for-concern-7978998/

